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40 Years of Excellence in Credit and Political Risk Insurance 

 Since 1979, EIA Global has been a leading independent brokerage 

firm with an exclusive focus on Credit and Political Risk Insurance. In 

this time, EIA  Global has developed lasting relationships with many 

clients and insurers and has proven itself to be a trusted partner with a 

commitment to the highest standards of integrity. We are proud of 

where we come from and optimistic about where we are going.  

Proud of our history.     Focused on our future. 

EIA GLOBAL  
Celebrates its 



Celebrating 40 Years In CPRI: 

A Message from EIA Global’s President & Founder  

As EIA Global celebrates its 40th year in 

business, we are at the crossroads of a 

dynamic and evolving Credit and Political Risk 

Insurance (CPRI) marketplace. The CPRI 

industry has grown over the past several years 

and there currently exists more capacity and 

appetite for risk than ever before.  

Underwriters have shown a keen and growing 

interest in writing business that previously was 

deemed ineligible, such as coverage for non-

trade credit risk exposures. There are 

unlimited possibilities for new opportunities. 

Vertical growth in our product line is the key to 

the future.   

EIA Global has recently invested in hiring bankers who have spent their careers in trade and structured 

finance and who have been sophisticated users of CPRI. These additions to our team, and the vast 

experiences they bring with them, clearly distinguish EIA Global from other CPRI brokers.   

EIA Global’s success has been built on strong foundational relationships with our valued clients and the 

underwriting community. We have an experienced staff of bankers, brokers and administrators, that also 

includes three full time in-house attorneys whose CPRI expertise adds a key dimension to EIA’s broking 

services—from structuring transactions to processing claims.   

These are exciting and constantly evolving times. Let EIA Global use its unrivaled experience to help you 

navigate the new CPRI frontier!   
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__________________________ 

Albert A. Giandomenico  

President & Founder  

EIA Global  



Geographic Overview: 

Portfolio of Insured Exposure 

 Our portfolio includes insured risks in 172  

different countries 

 Latin American risks account for the 

largest portion of our exposure 
 The top country by insured exposure in our 

portfolio is the United States , followed by 

Mexico, Colombia and India 

EIA Global’s portfolio of CPRI policies has a 

geographic reach that encompasses insured risks in 172 

different countries. This exposure spans all policy types 

— both single-risk policies and multi-buyer portfolio 

programs. As the numbers demonstrate, we are 

particularly active in Latin America, a region which — 

while historically key for our business — has been the 

source of dramatic growth in recent years. Our insured 

exposure reflects the diverse nature of our clientele as 

well, which includes banks, financial institutions, 

specialty lenders, manufacturers, agricultural companies 

and commodity traders. The global spread of insured 

risks is also a testament to the growing appetite of the 

CPRI insurance markets. 
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Top Countries by Total Exposure 

Regional Distribution of Limits 



Claims Experience: 

A Testament to the Value of CPRI 
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EIA Global is dedicated to providing the highest level of service to our clients, and this is especially 

true when a claim situation arises. Our specialized claims team, including in-house counsel, works with the 

applicable EIA Global relationship manager throughout the claims process. Our many years of experience and our 

longstanding relationships with the insurers contribute to our exemplary record of getting claims paid. From 

policy wording negotiations to review of claims documentation, and continuing through the collections processes 

when necessary, we understand the nuances of our products and the strategies necessary to ensure the best 

outcome for our clients. As our market develops and evolves, EIA Global is committed to offering unparalleled 

claims service. 

Amidst rising levels of global political and economic uncertainty, we stand by our 

record of getting claims paid on risks in every region of the world.  

2014-2018 Regional Distribution of Claims 

Top Countries by Claim Payment 

2014-2018 

Since the global financial crisis of 2008, 

EIA Global has settled over 200 claims 

for its clients, totaling approximately 

$330 million. 

During the course of our 40 years in the 

business, we have processed claims 

throughout the world and across  

multiple business sectors. 

Top Countries by Number of Claims 

2014-2018 

USA 33 

Mexico 19 

Brazil 5 

Canada 5 

UK 5 

Turkey 3 

Argentina 2 

Costa Rica 2 

Ecuador 2 

Jamaica 2 



Visit us online: www.eia-global.com 

Send us an email: mail@eia-global.com  

Headquarters: 

65 Common St. 

Walpole, MA 02081 

Phone: 508-668-0982 

Dallas: 

Paul Boynton 

2619 Hibernia St. 

Dallas, TX 75204 

Phone: 972-432-4940 

Miami: 

Hernan Mayol 

80 SW 8 St., Suite 2000  

Miami, FL 33130 

Phone: 305-510-3064 

Atlanta: 

Tom Purvis 

Atlanta, GA 

Phone: 404-345-0454 

Princeton: 

John Sapoch 

Princeton, NJ 

Phone: 609-306-0419 

Shanghai : 

Julian Chen 

Watts Gallop Tower B   

2816 Yixian Road  

Shanghai, China 

Phone: +86-21-3638-6226 

BPL Global New York: 

EIA Global’s Joint Venture 

with BPL Global 

200 Vesey Street, 24th Floor 

New York, NY 10281 

Phone: 646-952-8686 

Global Affiliates: 

BPL Global: 

London, Paris, 

Geneva, Singapore, 

Hong Kong, Dubai 

UNIA Global: Milan 

TSB Global: Sao Paulo 

LTR Global: Santiago 

Our Locations: 


